
THE MONITORING 
SOLUTION YOU
NEED

Zabbix is a universal all-in-one solution that offers real-time monitoring of your entire 

infrastructure and is completely open-source. Designed with enterprise needs in mind, the 

software provides a comprehensive single pane of glass view of your environment regardless of 

its size. With the option of deploying the platform on-premise or in the cloud you are always fully 

in control of your data. 

Monitor anything – be that servers, network, applications, virtual machines etc., as long as it’s 

possible to connect to them ia the internet or internal networks, Zabbix can gather data.

How it works? 

Once deployed, Zabbix will automatically detect problem states in your infrastructure, which you 

can customize specifically according to your needs. Based on the problem conditions you can 

have Zabbix notify you and display all the relevant information in the dashboard, or even 

automatically fix the issue, so you don’t have to.  
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Commitment

As the sole company behind the product, Zabbix provides continuous development and version 

updates to keep your monitoring needs satisfied. In addition to that, there are also professional 

services delivered directly or via an extensive range of partners to see you through deployment 

or migration from a legacy tool, training to get your team fully up to speed with Zabbix and 24/7 

technical support available worldwide. 
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So how it all works

—  On-premise and cloud deployment versatility

—  Automatic network discovery for seamless 
onboarding 

—  Agent-based and agent-less options

—  Plug and play templates

—  Flexible alerting and escalation

—  Auto-remediation 

—  Excellent scalability and distributed monitoring

—  SAML Single-Sign-On

—  Granular permissions for a multi-tenant 
environment

—  Fully customizable UI

—  IoT ready

—  Webhooks and API for out-of-the-box 
integrations
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